Harvesting Hotel Assets
that Outperform Traditional Investments
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Superior investment portfolios
provide stable and attractive income
distributions from existing operations
and increased equity values upon sale.
Midas Hospitality, from its proven
investment strategy, designs an
opportunistic hotel portfolio that
creates diversification for its investors to
increase returns and reduce risk.
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Why Invest in the Midas
Hotel Portfolio Platform?

Why invest in hotels?
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Why Commercial Real Estate?
Diversifying with commercial real estate may create
a more effective portfolio.
Fixed Income

Real Estate

Equities

Total U.S. debt
outstanding:

Commercial real estate
marketplace

Total U.S. stock market
capitalization:

$41 Trillion1

$16 Trillion2

$30 Trillion1

Short-term income from rentals

Yield-oriented

1.
2.
4

Long-term appreciation from
increased property values

Capital appreciation oriented

Source: The World Bank, Securities Industry and Financial Markets Association (SIFMA), as of December 31, 2017.
Source: Green Street Advisors, as of December 31, 2017.

Potential Portfolio Benefits
Return 6.8%
Volatility 9.2%

Fixed Income 60%

Return 7.1%
Volatility 8.6%

Fixed Income 55%

Return 7.5%
Volatility 8.2%

Fixed Income 50%

Equities 40%

Equities 35%

Equities 30%

Commercial
RE 10%

Commercial RE 20%

Source: Morningstar Direct, NCREIF, 20-year period ending December 31, 2017. Portfolio with and without commercial real estate are
hypothetical and this is not a recommendation of how to allocate a portfolio. Returns and Volatility presented are on an annualized basis.
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Timing Matters
Midas excels at discovering and recognizing opportunity,
which is both an art and a science

Robust
Opportunity

Over 12,000 upscale and upper midscale
hotels in the top 150 MSA markets

Uniquely fragmented
ownership –approx. 2,600
upscale and upper midscale
hotels have individual
owners
10-15
targeted
hotels

Continued
Growth
Global hospitality industry gross bookings reached
$1.6 trillion in 2017, making it one of the largest and
fastest growing sectors in the world
Supply/Demand remains favorably
unbalanced for the foreseeable future
Hotel ADR rises even with “unexpected”
inflation which is unique
Hotel investors harvest the benefits
of superior tax benefits and greater diversification
(low correlation) vs. other commercial real estate
investments

Source: Deloitte 2018 Travel Hospitality Industry Outlook
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Percentage

RevPAR is the ultimate metric for the business.
History is marked with short downward trends
followed by longer, sustained growth trends.
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Source: CBRE Hotels Americas Research Historical Hotel Data - STR, Q1 2018.

Demand for upper midscale and upscale hotels
has and is forecasted to continue outpacing supply
nationally and the opportunity is greater in our
targeted high-growth markets.
Supply and Demand

Growth of Supply and Demand
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2014

2015

2016

2017

2018f

2019f

2020f

2021f

2022f

Supply

1.9%

2.4%

3.5%

4.5%

4.3%

3.7%

3.5%

3.6%

3.4%

Demand

5.8%

3.8%

3.3%

4.9%

4.5%

4.0%

2.0%

5.0%

4.5%

Source: CBRE Hotel Horizons / 2012-2022

Brand Power Matters
Brand Value

Brand Reach

Premier system standards

Brand advertising

Effective brand segmentation

Significant loyalty programs

Source: Hilton, Marriott and IHG

+280M Members
(Marriott has 100M members)
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Why Invest with Midas Hospitality?
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History and
Relationships

Roots and
Boots

Aligned
Interests

Award Winning
Team

Our history and
relationships provide
exclusive deal flow and
insider access to great
brands and locations.

With roots and boots on
the ground in the desired
regions we know the
sub-market dynamics in
order to harvest hotel
assets at the right time in
the right places.

Our interests are aligned
at the outset as we
support the investments
with a $5M commitment
from the General Partner,
personal debt-guarantees
and an investor-first
distribution structure so
that performance
outcome and fees are
realized together.

Our people have made
us a “Top 35 Hotel
Owner and Developer in
the US” enabling us to
acquire, develop,
manage, grow and sell
properties with peak
performance.

Who is the Midas
Investment team?
Experience and access to a
unique and diversified
portfolio of hotel
investments
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The Midas Investment Team

J.T. Norville
Co-Founder &
Managing Member

David Robert
Co-Founder &
Managing Member

Jim Brueggemann
Midas CFO

Eric Goettelmann
Director of Investments

Laura Robbins
Director of Investor Relations

Leads asset development,
financing and equity funding

Leads operation and asset
development

Leads Midas’ accounting, IT
and finance departments

Leads Midas’ investment
operations, underwriting
and equity funding

16 years hospitality experience

Responsible for
sourcing investments

23 years accounting
and finance experience

Leads Midas’ Investor
Experience and cultivates and
maintains relationships

10+ years accounting and
finance experience

10+ years experience

35 years hospitality experience

CPA

CPA

12

Washington University
in St. Louis, MBA

Washington University
in St. Louis, MBA
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Midas by the Numbers
$550M+

17.8%

13 States

of hotel transactions
managed

IRR since inception

Operating in the Midwest
and Southern states

3,802 Rooms
Currently under
management
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438

Zero loss

Jobs created over
the last 5 years

on principal

What to Expect from
Midas Hospitality

Hotel assets that
outperform traditional
markets
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What to Expect
ACCESS

INVEST

ENHANCE EARN

Midas’ proven hotel
investment platform

Stabilized, incomegenerating hotels
located in high growth
markets with multiple
demand generators
and barriers to entry

Value of investment
through Midas owning
and managing the assets

A hotel portfolio from one
of the nation’s leading
hotel investors
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8% preferred return
16-18% IRR
Regular cash
distributions start
immediately with the
remaining value being
harvested upon sale

Harvesting the Right Hotel Opportunities
STAGE 1

STAGE 2

STAGE 3

Source & Filter

Underwriting & Due Diligence

Final Review / Approval

- Leads generated from
network and relationships
(existing relationships with
developers, third party
management contracts and
third party vendors)

- Multiple onsite visits required

- Given Preferred Vendor
Status, Brands may source
opportunities
- Word of mouth
- 9 out of 10 hotels do not
pass this initial stage
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- Detailed analysis created inhouse
- Perform multiple stress tests
- Negotiate deal terms
- Letter of Intent followed by
additional due diligence (90-120
days)

- Create in-depth investment thesis
documentation for Investment
Committee
- Final negotiations with Seller
- Unanimous decision required

Our Geographic Focus
Our hotel properties are located across America’s heartland -- markets and regions
that demonstrate stability, job growth and innovation. These areas rank in most
top-25 lists and are ripe for the type of high performance hotel assets that we seek.
They have robust ecosystems and have Fortune 500 and Inc 5000 companies across
science, medical and technology along with educational institutions and
entertainment venues. They are low in volatility and high in returns. Just like the
Midas Hotel Fund.

Successfully investing,
managing, developing and
selling since 2006
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Join us!
Midas Hotel Fund is adding
more hotels to our portfolio

Why invest in hotels?

For over a decade, Midas Hospitality has built our investors value by
acquiring, developing & harvesting hotel assets.
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NEW TO THE MIDAS HOTEL FUND PORTFOLIO
Residence Inn

Steele Creek Development

Courtyard

Steele Creek Development

Aloft

City Park Development

Residence Inn & Courtyard
Northlake Development

A Marriott Portfolio in Charlotte

Aloft

Milwaukee, Wisconsin
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A Hot Property in a Hot Spot

Charlotte, North Carolina

Midas Hotel Fund is
investing in the
growth and expansion
in Charlotte!

Charlotte Highlights

Airport Sub-Market

U.S. News & World Report ranked the metro area of
Charlotte, NC as #14 of “The Best Places to Live in
the U.S.” in 2017!

•

Midas will own five Marriott hotels in the Charlotte Airport sub-market.

•

Synergies and shared resources between five hotels will generate additional
revenue opportunities, reduce expenses and drive profit to the bottom line.

•

Charlotte is the largest city in North Carolina, with a
population of 2.5 million people.

•

Midas will control the Marriott brand in this sub-market which allows us to
drive revenues.

•

Midas Hospitalities Regional Operations team is
strategically located in the airport sub-market and
has been executing with excellence in the Charlotte
market for several years

•

The Charlotte Airport is undergoing a $200 million dollar expansion. This
expansion will add nine gates, bringing the total to 105 gates, of which
American Airlines will have 82 to operate.

•

With thousands of square feet of new Class A Office
space, and many companies headquartered there,
Charlotte is a hot zone of growth.

•

Join us in Charlotte.
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Midas is the largest Marriott brand owner in
the Airport Sub-Market

Midas controls
nearly 50% of
the Marriott
hotels within the
sub-market

⃰ City Park Hotels to
CLT Airport: 3 miles

⃰ Steele Creek Hotels to
CLT Airport: 7 miles
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All six of the
surrounding
Marriott hotels
are 20+ years
older than the
Midas portfolio

City Park Development
Guest Satisfaction Excellence
Award
Winner

Charlotte, North Carolina

Midas Hotel Fund
Planned Acquisition
&
Brand New!

Property Highlights

Property Highlights

•

204 room hotel, currently held in portfolio

•

139 room hotel, planned acquisition for Q2 2020

•

Property is tracking toward 11% cash-on-cash
return during the first year of holding

•

Brand RevPAR: $110.46

•

Average Brand RevPAR Index: 105.0

•

Clean, contemporary architecture houses open
spaces that attract affluent professionals’

•

Actual Residence Inn RevPAR: $113.00

•

Actual Fairfield Inn & Suites RevPAR: $103.00
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Steele Creek Development
Charlotte, North Carolina

Property Highlights

Midas Hotel Fund
New Acquisition
&
Brand New!

Property Highlights

Midas Hotel Fund
New Acquisition
&
Brand New!

•

119 room hotel, planned acquisition for Q2 2019

•

118 room hotel, planned acquisition for Q2 2020

•

Residence Inn by Marriott invented and continues to
define the Extended Stay lodging category in North
America with over 780 locations worldwide

•

Courtyard by Marriott is their most widely distributed
brand with a legacy of impressive performance
including consistent high returns and RevPAR

•
•

Average Daily Room Rate: $144.00
Average RevPAR: $114.25

•
•

Average Daily Room Rate: $138.31
Average RevPAR: $101.54
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Multiple Business Demand Generators

Airport-Submarket

Jeld Wen, world’s
largest
manufacturer of
windows and
doors.
Amazon has a
$200 million
distribution
center.
Microsoft employs
1,000 in sales,
service and
technical support.
Siemens employs
1,650 people
making large gas
turbines.
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Spectrum, a
division of Charter
Communications,
has a facility
housing nearly
3,000 employees.

Midas Hotel Fund
New Acquisition
&
Brand New in
June 2018

Northlake Development
Charlotte, North Carolina
Property Highlights

Northlake Development

• 188 room hotel, planned acquisition for Q3
2019

• Northlake is a retail development in
Charlotte, North Carolina within the
town of Wedgewood. With a
population of 14,645 this area is rated
by Niche as on of the best places to live
in the area.

• Property is brand new only open since June
of 2018 & currently is managed by Midas.
• Actual Residence Inn ADR: $135.00
• Actual Courtyard ADR: $128.00
• The Northlake Courtyard and Residence Inn
is leading the way in socially and
environmentally conscious hospitality as an
eco-friendly property: rooftop solar panels
will generate a full ten percent of the total
energy consumption.
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• Northlake Mall centered in this location
is the premier retail destination for the
thriving affluent communities in the
North Charlotte metropolitan area.

Northlake Development
Charlotte, NC
Charlotte’s Northlake development, home to
a dual-brand Residence Inn & Courtyard by
Marriott is located just 10 miles north of
Downtown Charlotte.
Centrally located with multiple corporate
and retail demand generators, there is easy
access to highways and a large upscale
shopping center.
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Midas Hotel Fund’s next
growth market:

Milwaukee
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Milwaukee, Wisconsin

Arena District

Milwaukee Arena District
•

•

This newly flourishing area is revitalized with entertainment and is
surrounded by both commercial and residential development. This
location is where people live, work and play.
With their corporate office 1 mile from the arena district, FoxConn is
embedded in Milwaukee, committing to a $10B expansion of their
manufacturing facility, Foxconn will fuel the growth of the city for years
to come.

Fiserv Forum
•

The Fiserv Arena opened in 2018. The arena will have
150 events per year, and its open plaza will host
another 80 events per year; it’s a catalyst for
neighborhood activity.

•

The new entertainment block, next to the forum is
home to national bar & restaurant chains.

Milwaukee is also home to:
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Milwaukee, Wisconsin

Property Highlights
•

160 room hotel, acquisition for Q3 2019

•

5 Meeting Rooms

•

Fitness Center & Indoor Pool

•

WXYZ Bar

•

Pet Friendly

•

Milwaukee riverboat docking ability

Why Midas is investing in the Aloft
•

Aloft is a bold new brand featuring
loft-inspired design focusing
toward the millennial segment.

•

Midas acquired this Aloft property
below replacement cost and our
management team has identified
multiple areas for cost savings and
efficiency.

Midas Hotel Fund
Planned Acquisition
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•

Property projected to produce positive cash flows
immediately.

•

The Arena District is growing rapidly in attractions
and attendance

Invest with Midas
Midas brings an opportunistic hotel portfolio to private individuals
and institutional investors that increases returns and reduces risk.
Investors can expect:
1. Stable and attractive income from operations
2. Lower volatility than traditional investments
3. A significant total return upon sale of properties

Targeted IRR between 16-18%

8%

Annual preferred
return, paid quarterly

Join Midas Hotel Fund, as we enter Milwaukee & Charlotte
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Outstanding Results – Acquisition & Development Track Record
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As of March 31, 2019

Disclosures
These materials and the matters set forth herein are confidential and may not be disclosed
to any third party without the written consent of Midas Hospitality. These materials
contain no representations or warranties, and all representations and warranties (whether
express or implied) are hereby expressly disclaimed.
Certain statements included or incorporated by reference in these materials constitute
“forward-looking statements”. Such statements are generally identifiable by the
terminology used such as “plan,” “believe,” “expect,” “estimate,” “anticipate,” “intend”,
“projected,” “budget,” “may,” “will,” “would,” “should,” “could,” or other similar words.
Additionally, all statements in these materials, including forward-looking statements,
speak only as of the date they are made, and we do not undertake any obligation to
update any statement in light of new information or future events.
THE ACHIEVEMENT OF CERTAIN RESULTS OR OTHER EXPECTATIONS CONTAINED IN
SUCH FORWARD-LOOKING STATEMENTS INVOLVE KNOWN AND UNKNOWN RISKS,
UNCERTAINTIES AND OTHER FACTORS WHICH MAY CAUSE ACTUAL
RESULTS, PERFORMANCE, OR ACHIEVEMENTS DESCRIBED TO BE MATERIALLY DIFFERENT
FROM ANY FUTURE RESULTS, PERFORMANCE, OR ACHIEVEMENTS EXPRESSED OR
IMPLIED BY SUCH FORWARD-LOOKING STATEMENTS. WE DO NOT PLAN TO ISSUE ANY
UPDATES OR REVISIONS TO THOSE FORWARD-LOOKING STATEMENTS IF OR WHEN
THEIR EXPECTATIONS, OR EVENTS, CONDITIONS, OR CIRCUMSTANCES UPON WHICH
SUCH STATEMENTS ARE BASED OCCUR.
Indications of past performance are no guarantee of future results. These materials do not
constitute an offer of any type (including, without limitation, an offer of any securities
(including any of our securities)), a contract, a commitment, an undertaking, or any other
binding obligation or limitation on the part of any person in any respect. Unless set forth
in a separate written agreement signed by the parties to be bound thereby, nothing in
these materials creates an enforceable right or obligation on anyone’s part.

To Join our Hotel Fund
Contact:
J.T. Norville
Co-Founder & Managing Member
jtnorville@midashospitality.com
314.817.5550
Eric Goettelmann
Director of Investments
egoettelmann@midashospitality.com
636.293.6411

Laura Robbins
Director of Investor Relations
lrobbins@midashospitality.com
314.604.2728

Midashotelfund.com
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